Meeting : 18th May 2011

Members Present: 32

NZPA Reporter: Pete Bailey
In this Edition:
☺ The inside oil from a blogger
☺ Rota Pacific help still sought .. see Gary B
☺ Changeover night looms
☺ Blood Pressure’s rise!

Speaker Cameron Slater , thanked by Little Mike

Guest Speaker: Cameron Slater
Cameron comes from a banking background but
in more recent times has focused on blogging
providing some social commentary on the world
of politics.
Blogging has allowed the every day person to
have an opinion. Technology has created “citizen
journalists”
Camerons rules of politics and guidelines for
politicians
1. If you have to explain you are losing- once you
start to clarify why/what you have done you
are lost. Better to say nothing and “move on”
Helen was an expert at this.
2. UTU is good.-even necessary. Retaliation is
allowed. Brash’s recent ousting of Hyde is all
about having a go at Key.
3. Never hug a corpse. If you hug a corpse you
will end up smelling like it. Once they are
passed their used buy date let them go or
thery will be pushed out.
4. Always know where the body is buried-

:

information on an individual that you can use
April is Apparently Environment Month ( eh Mr Pres)
against them helps!
5. Don’t let Mongrels get away with being
C l u mongrels.
b C a You
l ehave
n dtoaget
r into them. Stop them
• fighting.
Morning Business
Meeting recent
Nowtyrades
Next Year
Trevor Mallards
met
• Rota Pacific
17th;18th June -2nd July
with Slaters counter attacks!! th
• Changeover Night
Friday 24 June
6.• Don’t
cactus
bloggersRYLA mess with the whale and2nd
to 9th
July
they will get back at you.
7. If you wrestle with pigs you will get dirty and
the pig will enjoy it (SLATER is the PIG)
8. Never
ask questions
you do) and
not Ray
know
the
Guests
: Cameron
Slater (Speaker
Jones
answers to. MP’s are good at this trying to
create controversy over specific issues
Club Notices:
(Questions in the house spring to mind)
General:
9. Speak
plain thanked
and speak
simple.
Keep who
it simple
Stewart
Littlejohn
those
members
might
vote for
you.
assistedstupid-people
with the blood
pressure
awareness
programme
at Botany.
OnePoliticians
person was
taken
10. I’m telling
the story.
wont
telltoit how
hospitalit on
basis ofdo.
their BP result (no none of our
is sothe
bloggers
team).
11. Never trust a politician. They all lie.
12. Never trust a politician with a moustache of a
Chris Walker passed on his thanks to Tiz and Pete
hyphenated name.
Bailey for organising the visit to Avspecs and the
13. A half decent plan executed now is better than
Warbirds museum.
a better plan done next week. Get off the fence
and make a decision!!! I am speaking to you Mr
Notices:
Key. Under MMP no one wants to rock the boat.
Ash Dann
Rota Pacific. Planned visit to a remote beach (cannot
name), THIS
volunteers
with 4 wheel
driveBEEN
ITspell
IS Athe
WONDER
GENTLEMAN
HAS NOT
st
vehicles needed.
Date
Tuesday
21 June. ALL
KNEECAPPED!
I AM
SURE
THE POLITICIANS

LOVE HIM.
General:
HONE= Honest Hone. Says what he believes but is
very very dumb. Reckons his Mana party is
already full of a bunch of loonies and commies.
John Key= The smiling assassin.
Is addicted to maintaining his popularity and part
of his indecisiveness stems from that.
His prediction on the next leader of the National
Party= Judith Collins
Long
= Jamie
Lee Ross
Tourterm
de France
1944
Reporter Pete Bailey
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